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'Ibis thesis stresses the importance of anal.og and digital computers 
•. 
in the field of reaction kinetics. 'lbe analog computer is used to 
simulate a chemical reaction, the hydrolysis of acetic anhydride. The 
hydrolysis reaction takes place in a tubular reactor. The reactor is 
3/4 inch in diameter and 20 feet long. These reactor dimensions allow 
the reaction system to approach plug flow, if the reactants now through 
the reactor at turbulent flow rates. 
'lhe ~ical, reactor, system is used to obtain experimental data 
for the hydrolysis reaction. The data is obtained at reactor 
temperatures between 75 and 100°F. Feed concentrations of acetic 
anhydride range between 0.0340 and 0.0760 lb.moles/ft.3. 'lbe experi-
mental data is compared with the analog simulation at various feed 
temperatures and feed concentrations of acetic ~de. 'lbe analog 
simulation success~ follows these changes in initial conditions. 
PACTOLUS, a digital analog simula.tor, provides a check on the 
validity of the analog simulation. The PACTOLUS simulation confirms 
the results obtained from the analog simul.ation. 
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I. D~TRODUCTION AND RESEARCH PUN 
The goal o~ this research project is to simulate a chemical 
reaction system on the analog computer and to validate the simulation. 
Simple reaction systems, 1st order-irreversible, are not di~ficult to 
simulate; however, very little has been published on this subject. 
This type o~ work is important, since hope~ully it leads to methods 
for simulation of more complicated reactor systems. Of course better 
and more straightforward methods are necessary before common use of 
these techniques can take place. 
A ~sical system serves two purposes: (1) a guide for making the 
assumptions on which the :ralh.ematical model of the system is based and 
(2) a check on the accuracy of the simulation. The physical system 
for this project is a tubular reactor. The following requirements 
eliminate most reactions as possibilities: the reaction must be 
(1) liquid phase, (2) exothermic, and (3) zero or first order. 
Further, the kinetics of this reaction must be well established in order 
to calculate potentiometer settings for the analog simulation. If 
possible, the reaction should not have been studied at turbulent flow 
rates in a tubular reactor. 
These requirements are difficult to meet; however, the hydrolysis 
of acetic anhydride is an acceptable reaction and is chosen for the 
reaction system. 
'I'he thesis contains the following major topics ( 1) a review of the 
literature, (2) an analog simulation of the reactor system, (3) a 
discussion of the design of the reactor, (4) the experimental procedure 
and experimental data, and (5) a comparison of the experiment.a1 data 
nth the analog simulation. 
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II. REVlEil OF LITERATURE 
The following literature survey is tti. vided. into four parts which 
are titled. ( 1} General Survey, {2) Experimental Tubular Reactor, (3) 
TubuJ.ar Reactor Sim.ul.ation, and ( 4) Hydrolysis of Acetic Anh1dr1de. 
'!he General Survey provides a background about tubular reactors. The 
second topic, Experimental Tubul.ar Reactors, is a tti.scussion of previous 
experimental work which may be helpful in this research project. 
Tubular Reactor Simul.ati.on su.aari.zes the articles which have been 
written on the subject of simul.at1on. 'lbe final topic, Hydroqais of 
Acetic Anh1dride, is obvious in its importance. Knowledge of the 
~ol.y's1s react1on is essent1a1 to the successful. completion of this 
project. 
A. GENERAL SURVEY 
The first objective of a literature survey is to present a general 
background about the survey subject. Sane literature reviews serve as 
a basis for this survey (3), (11), {23). ~ of the books that have 
been wri.tten on the subject of reaction ld.net1cs and s1mul.at1on of 
chemical processes are espec1al.l.y helpful. in the design and s1mulat1on 
of tUbular reactors (3), (20), (30). 
1, Plug Flow 
All f'low reactors fall between the two ideal states, 11pl.ug f'l.ow11 
and "1deal.J3 mixed f'l.ow11 • ~' mixing accounts for the 
di.fferences between the :ideal states. 
Plug now can be descrlbed most simply by stating that the 
concentrat1on, ve1oc1ty, and t•perature of tJDT cross section ot a 
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tubular reactor are Uld.torm. EYer7 fluid partic1e raaaina 1n a pl.ug 
flow reactor the a o\lllt oft , i.e., 8Vffr7 fluid ~1e bas the 
ame ve1ootv. 'lb re is no Pial. m:JXiDg ill pl.ug 1'low; however, the 
radia1 Ddx:\ag 1a 1Dti1d.te. Al.though pl.ug f1ow 1a an ideal state wb1.cb 
1a nw r et 1D practice, iDdwst.rial. tubular reactors often approach pl.ug 
tlow. 'lbe pl.ug tlow reactor 1a ore ett1o1ent thaD the 14M117 mixed 
reactor, i.e., the canveraicm ot r aotmta to products 1a greater in 
pl.ug flow tor identical reactor flow rate than tor id.~ Jldxecl tlow. 
Since the reactor 1agth clepema on the rea1cleDoe t!me n eclecl to 
complete the cleaired ccmveraion, the ld.gh tl.ow rates wh1oh are required 
to acbieve plug now often requ:lr an exoe sive reactor 1-sth. 
2, AxiAl. M1z1ng 
'l'iobaoek aad others (32) suggest that axial lldx'ng 1D atnight 
pipes results from (1) molecular c:l1tfwl1ora, (2) turbul nt edq 
cl1.tf'Uaion, a4 (3) relative axial motian created 'b.Y the DODUDitOl"'ll 
veloo1t7 prot11 of a reactor cross section. Turbul.ent cl1ttaaion 1a 
-~ negl1pble, when caapared to the other two effects. Relative 
axlal motion causes the greatest cba.Dge 1n a.Yial ndxi.ag. 'lh1a effect 
is moat prono\lllOed 1D the J.aminar tlow region where the ve1ocity prof11e 
i8 parabolic. 'lbua, axial m1x1111 inoreu ra~ When tlow 
appacaohea the landnar r gion. 
Tichao k (32) fiDia that illoreUed. p1pe rovatm•• produces two 
etteota (t) the ve1oo1t7 proftl.e i8 less plugl1k• aad (2) there 1a 
greater turbuleDOe near the wal.l8. '1b e two etteota puwtiallT 
c pmsate each other, but the ftrat one-~ clcnd•tu, thu 
oaua1fta an iDoreaae 1D a:J.al m1:z1»g. 
s 
~models are used to describe mal lldx:lDg. OD such model is 
known as the dispersion model. Dd.s model is characterised bJ' a s1Dgle 
parameter, D, the 1cmc1tudiDal. dispersion coett'J.cient. '!be model 
CCIIleS from the equation 
Dc/f'• e D~2c/tJx2• (1) 
Where • re~ sents time. 'lbe conceDtration of 8'117 cross section is 
~ol'lll ad no ccmoentrat:lon gradients are set up in the racl:lal 
direction. 'lbe dispersed pl.ug t1ow moclel. :18 often quite rel:lab1e for 
turbul.erst tlow rates; howeYer, the model. :18 not as reliable :1D laminar 
flow. Leftllsp1e1 and Bischoff (21) discuss baclmdldng and how it 
af'fects the cles:lp of ch-..al reactors. They correlate tbia effect 
through the 1cmg1tad:lnal cl1spera1on D~r. D/uL, wbich varies trcm zero 
for pl.ug flow to iD:tiDity tor icl.eal'\r Ddxecl tlow. Taylor (31) ftDds 
tb1a mo4e1 to be accurate ill laminar tlow, it 4L/Ro» uB.oiDv>> 6.9. 
Here, L 18 reactor length, u is •an velocity, Ro is reactor radius, and 
Dy is the coetftci.t ot molecular ditt'asion. tbler these ccmclitions 
the d:lspersion coeftlciat mq be represented b.Y 
D e R0 ~2/48D..,. (2) 
Bad:l.al dittusion is caused by both molecul.ar dittuion ad 
tvbul.ent ditf'usion. Molecular clittusion is small ccnpared to 
tvbul.ent ditf'usion except possi~ 1D the landnar region. Radial 
ndx'ng inhibits a::J.al111ixtt,g; this point is important to the under-
stam~DC of m1""mg iD pipe • Wb a radiallldldnc :18 sl.1ght, the con-
ceutration prctil.e ot a reactor cross section can no longer be con-
siclerecl UDitorm. Bischoff ud Levasp1e1 (6) ahow the relaticmship 
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between axial and radial dispersion in empty tubes by plotting Dr am Dl, 
radial and longitudinal dispersion coefficients, vs Reynolds number. 
They clearly show that in the trusition region, Reynolds numbers 
1000J.000, both the axial and radial dispersion coefficients change 
rapidly in magnitude. The radial. coefficient increases, whil.e the 
l.ongitudinal. coefficient decreases. 
Clel.and and Wilhelm (8) suggest that radial diffusion may be 
negl.ected when D4-0 /R0 2 < 1. 9SX1o-3. -6-0 represents the minimum 
residence time. 
4. Entrance Ettects 
Entrance effects can often be negl.ected in a reactor design. 
Ulrichson &Del Scbmi ts (33) give a means of eval.uating the entrance 
effects to a tubular reactor and test their procedure With a reaction 
system consisting of a homogeneous, first order. irreversibl.e reaction 




o( = D/kr0 ,K = kr0 /y = 1/o( Sc• 
are used to correl.ate the entrance effects. EDtrance effects are 
negligibl.e for practical purposes when K<4. Y is the kinematic 
viscosity and Sc is the Schmidt number. 
5. Radial. T•perature Variations 
(3) 
(4) 
All previous discussions consider only isothermal tubular reactors. 
Temperature variations also affect the degree ot mixiDg in a tubular 
reactor. Bawthom ( 16) discusses this subject tor liquid systems. 
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Primarily • rad.i.al temperature gracH.ents effect axial mixing because 
f'1uid viscosity changes with temperature. Changes in axial mixing are 
small at Reynolds numbers that are greater than 10,000, but t.he 
effective dif:tusivi ty can be increased or decreased by a factor of 3 in 
the l.am:inar 1'1ow region. The effect of temperature variations on the 
degree of mixing cannot be estimated precisely in the transition region, 
i.e., Reynolds numbers between ].aminar and 10,000, 
6, Plug P1.ow Design Criterion 
Plug f'low in a reactor is approached as the Reynolds number (now 
rate) and reactor length increase and the tube diameter decreases. 
A plug now reactor must be designed to enhance radial mixing aa.cl to 
minimize axial zrdxing. 
For all practical purposes long reactors with lt>ell developed 
turbulent flow approach plug f'1ow when conversion of the reactants is 
low; therefore, oDJ.;r reactors with laminar and pseudo-laminar flow 
rates need some sort of design criterion. 
Edwards and Saletan (13) call the deviation from plug flow in 
laminar reactors segregation. Segregation effects are important, if 
(1) an appreciable radial variation of axial velocity exists, (2) large 
radial Peclet number, RUa,vg,/D• exists, or (3) high degree of completion 
is required, 
The segregation effect of radial. mixing is correlated by the 
Damkohler number, o( = D/kR2 (1st order reaction). An .( of 10 assures 
that plug f'l.ow is attained for a reaction of an_v order. 
2 Cleland and \olilhelm. (8) state that, if D-flo/R >1, plug f'low is 
attained in laminar flow reactors. 
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B. EXPERD1Et't"TAL TUBULAR REACTORS 
The subject, tubular reactors, is a common one in recent years in 
the literature. Homogeneous gas }ilase reactions and al.l t.ypes of 
catalytic reactions receive a great. deal of attention, but studies or 
homogeneous reactions in the liquid }:base are scarce. Since part or 
this research project is the desi.gn of such a reactor, a review of the 
avaUabl.e experiments and tlleir resul.ts is beneficial. 
Cleland azd viilhelm (8) stu:Sy the ~olysis of dilute acetic 
anQ,ydrid.e solutions in a tubu1ar reactor at low Reynolds nlmlbers under 
isothermal. ccmditions. 'lhese experiments take place in 1/4 and 1/2 
inch di.ameter tubes that are 10 and 15 feet long. Reynolds numbers 
vary from 40 to 400, while temperatures range from 25 to .35°C. 
A.neydride i.s metered into the system by a two piston syringe pump. 
The reactants, water and anh;ydride, are mixed in a mixing chamber by a 
double impeller stirrer. The mathematical. model or this reactor 
system consists of the following equation in dimensionless form 
-(1-u2) f)C/t>A +a(C) 2c/~u2~~C/ci)u)-c = o. (5) 
The boundary conditions are: 
C:18 A=O 
~ C/ i) u = 0 8 u = 1 
The nom.enc1ature for the mathematical model. is u = r/R, ).. = kz/v0 , 
(6) 
(7) 
C = c/c0 , a = D/kii2 • The assumptions which lead to equation (5) are: 
1. Steady state. 
2. Flow in axi.al. direction oncy • 
.). Velocity profile of a reactor cross section described by the 
Poiseuille equati.on. 
9 
4. Axial diffusion negligible compared to radial diffusion. 
5. No volume change on reaction. 
6. Irreversible first order reaction. 
They attribute the differences between their experimental data and 
the simulation to three effects: 
1. Entrance effect which causes radial mixing for a short distance 
down the reactor. 
2. Thermal effect due to heat generation in the reactor or heat 
losses causing non-isothermal conditions. 
). Free convection which causes radial mixing to be much greater 
than expected. 
Cleland and Wilhelm state that the first effect is almost 
negligible. Ulrichson (33) agrees that entrance effects are negligible 
for this reactor; hence, confirming the original conclusion of Cleland 
and Wilhelm. 
Hovorka and Kendall (17) report on the saponification of ethyl 
acetate in aqueous sodium hydroxide. This 2nd order reaction takes 
place in a 6 ft. length of 1t inch diameter tubing. Reynolds numbers 
are between 400 and 1600 and the reactor temperature is 30°C. 
The reactor is equipped with an internal baffle assembly. The 
3 ft. long baffle assembly permits the baffle spacing to be varied. 
Plug flow is approached as the baffle spacing is decreased. The baffles 
seem to increase the efficiency of the reactor considerably, even with 
a baffle spacing of 12 inches. 
C. TUBULAR REACTOR SIMULATION 
Simulation of chemical processes on analog and hybrid computers is 
10 
a subject of increasing importance to chemical engineers. Analog and 
hybrid simulation is especially valuable in reaction kinetics; however, 
design and simulation using these techniques lack a thorough coverage 
in the literature. 
1. Analog Simulation 
Ostergaard (25) simulates the steady state of' a plug f'low tubular 
reactor on the analog computer. The reaction system consists of an 
exothermic, irreversible, first order reaction. Heat is removed from 
the reactor by a constant temperature cooling medium. 
energy balances reduce to the following form: 
dy/dx = -ayexp(-b/z) 
dz/dx = acyexp(-b/z)-d(z-e) 
The mass and 
{8) 
(9) 
which can be solved on the analog computer. The dependent variables, 
y and z are dimensionless terms representing concentration and tempera-
ture respectively. The derivation of similar equations will be 
discussed in detail later in this thesis. 
Ostergaard presents a computer program f'or the solution of this 
problem on a 10 volt analog computer. His results show how process 
parameters, feed concentration, feed temperature, and f'luid velocity 
etc., af'fect the concentration and. temperature profiles in the reactor. 
His study shows how the computer can be used to aid in the design of a 
reactor system. 
Worley (37) simulates a plug flow tubular reactor on an analog 
computer. His system is a first order, endothermic, ideal gas 
reaction with a steam heater to fire the reaction rate. The following 
equations serve as the mathematical model f'or this system: 
I kA.rPt 1-x dxdL= -1 FRT +X 
kE dT 
dk/dL = ......,. -
RT"" dL 
Here, F is molal flow rate, x is conversion, k is reaction velocity 
constant, Pt is total pressure, and Tf is feed temperature. 





Eybrid computers offer certain advantages over either the analog 
or digital computers alone. Andrews (2) summarizes these advantages 
by saying "an analog computer solves equations quicker with the 
gui.dance of a digital computer". Many problems require an excessive 
amount of analog equipnent for a solely analog solution. 
Dahlin and Nelson (10) discuss simulation of chemical processes 
using analog and digital computers. They present a method of 
simulating a tubular reactor with a hybrid computer. A plug flow 
tubular reactor is represented by a set of ordinary differential 
equations. The plug flow system can be simulated by considering the 
material and energy balances over a differential volume of the reactor. 
Dahlin and Nelson simulate unsteady state plug flow by coupling a 
large number of the steady state solutions with their boundary 
conditions. 
Backmixing, if it occurs during the reaction, is represented by a 
number of completely ~~ed flow reactors in series. The authors 
present an analog circuit for the Nth stage of a tubular reactor w:i. th 
backmixing. Two first order consecutive reactions comprise the 
reaction system. 
Witsenhausen (36) gives a program for the hybrid simulation of a 
tubul.ar reactor including a control scheme. '!he reaction system 
A+A ---.B 
A+ B .. c 
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is represented by a model that consists of 6 equations alld their 
boundary conditions. the reaction is endothermic, ld.th heat added to 
the reactor fra11 a constant temperature source. The solution is 
obtained by considering ~one segment of reacting material at a time 
or essential:cy' the staged solutions that were described prev.i.ousl.y. 
D. HYDROLYSIS OF ACETIC ANB1DRIDE 
The first and most important requirement for the experimental work 
of this research is to define a suitable reaction system. The 
bwdrol.ysis of acetic ~ide, (CH3C0)20+.H20 -.. 2CH3COOH, is ter.med 
pseudo first order, when the reaction takes place in excess water. 
This reaction meets a11 the requirements outlined in the introduction 
of this thesis. 
1. Kinetic Studies 
An UDierstarJding of the reaction am its kinetics may be obtained 
f'rom a chronological account of t.he numerous ld.netic studies which have 
been carried out on the hl'droqsis of' acetic ~de. 
Rivett and Sidgwick (29) measured the velocity of the reaction by 
following the increase in electrical coDiucti v.t ty, which is pro-
port1ona1 to the amount of' acetic acid present. 'lhe authors calcul.atecl 
the veloo1ty constants on the basis of 1st order reaction kinetics. 
The reaction is not found to be ca~ed by the }qdrogen ion. Rivett 
1:3 
and Sidgw:i.ck f'ound experimental errors to be caused by ( 1) the 
uncertainty as to the initial time, (2) the heat of reaction, (:3) the 
heat loss when the reactants are mixed initial.l.y and (4) the inaccuracy 
which resul:ted from necessarily rapid bridge measurements. Since the 
velocity constants were calculated on an isotherma1 basis, the 2nd and 
)rd. effects tend to cancel one another. 
Orton and Jones (24) oonf'il'med the work of Rivett and Sidgwick. 
They concluded that the velocity constant varies w.lth the initial 
concentrat~on of acetic acid an1 acetic ~e; the constant is 
larger tor lower initial concentrations and the velocity of the reaction 
slows aa the concentration of' acetic acid is increased. '!he method of' 
Edwards and Orton ( 12) was used to follow the reaction. Brief'l.y, 
acetic anhydride reacts veey rapi~ with 2:4-dichloroaniline to form 
anilide, which is subsequent.ly' converted to a chl.oroamine that can be 
measured to give a quantitative incRcation of the acetic ~ide in 
the origi.Ml. sample. 
\iUsdon and Si.dgwick (35) expanded the previous studies of Rivett 
and Sidgw:lck. '!hey included other acid 8Dhydrides beside acetic 
anb;ydride in the experiments. 
KUpatrick (19) used a dilatometer to measure the effect of' 
various solvents on the velocity constant of acetic ~de. Again, 
higher concentrations of acetic acid were found to lower the magnitude 
ot the velocity constant. 
0 
'lbese experiments were done at 0 c. The 
effect of changing the 1n1 tial concentration of' acetic anhydride was not 
investigated, so it remained 0.07 molar throughout the experiments. 
The velocity constant, k, is calculated b,y the UDimolecul.ar formula 
14 
(13) 
V represents the volume of reactants in the dilatometer capillary tube. 
The change of volume in the capi].l.ary tube was thought to represent the 
change in acetic anhydride concentration. 
Caudri (7) measured the reaction velocity constants tor hydrolysis 
ot acetic anhydride at initial concentrations of o. 015N. and 0.15N. 
These velocity constants showed no dependence on initial concentration 
ot anhydride. Caudri used the aniline method (see page 17) to obtain 
his resul.ts. The reaction temperature was kept at 25°C. 
Vl.es (34) summarieed all the work done to date on the hydrolysis 
ot acetic anhydride. He gave concentrations, temperatures, reaction 
constants, investigators, and the various methods of measurement. 
Vl.es himself has studied the reaction using the aniline method. The 
~olysis constant is ca1culated by the monomolecular formula 
1 A 
k = t log r.:i (14) 
where t is the time, A the initial concentration of anhydride, and X 
the quantity- of anhydr:i.de hydrolysed. 
Plyl.er and Barr (28) presented a method for following the reaction 
by the use of infrared absorption in the region from 1)' to 6.sp. A 
fluorite prism was used to obtain their resul.ts. The authors found the 
reaction to be approximatel;y unimolecul.ar at all concentrations. The 
0 
experiments were done at three temperatures 70, 50, and 25 c. 
The concentration of acetic anhydride was found by the formula 
C = 8.9R/1000 (15) 
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where C is the concentration at timet and R is the relative intensity. 
The relative intensity was found to be 1000 when extrapolated to zero 
time. ibe original concentration of ~e was 8.9 m.o1es/'JJ.ter. 
The ve1oci ty constant is cal.culated f'rom the unimo1ecular tormul.a, 
equation (14). The error was estimated to be 1()%; most of this error 
resu1ta when the intensi't7 curve is G:trapolated to zero time. 
Gold (15) :toUDi the reaction ve1ocity constant of acetic tmJvdride 
at 25°C. to be 262.S(1o-5)aec. - 1• This va1ue c e from very d:llute 
concent.ra~ou of~ in water. Gold usecl the change of 
e1ectrioa1 ocmd.uctivi:ty u his meaDS of following the charlge of acetic 
~e concentration. 'lhe chief' advantage of' ccmductometric 
tecbniques acoordilag to Go1d is the precision of the measurements at 
1ow anb;rdride coDOentrations. 
El4r1d.ge aad. PJ.ret ( 14) presented experim.eDtal data tor th 
}Vdro~is of acetic a.nlqd.r1c:le ill a taDk tlow reactor SJ'Stem. 'lhe 
experimental. apparatus ccma:lats of pyrex autoclaves With ba£f1es and 
agitators. 'Jhe effluent trom one autoc1ave teeds the next 1D 11ne. 
The azdl1n• method is used to measure aalQdr:lde concentrations and the 
reaction ve1ocity ccmstant, k, is found by batch experiments to equa1 
0.380 at 40°c. The tota1 acetic acid concentrations eel to be about 
0.2R; however, lQ.dridge ad PJ.ret have not statecl explic:lt]\1 the exact 
concentration 1eve1s of their batch exper.lmeDts. 
MacDonald and. Piret (22) exteDded the work of m.dric:lge and Plret. 
They aecl u identical autoclave aDCl the same syate, the bJdroqsis 
of acetic an¥ride, to stud~' the effects of Jldx1ng on the reactor. A 
ohamleliDg effect was noted during thes experiments. When the teecl 
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solution density (0.18N). 0.9988 at 25°C., is greater than the product 
solution iB the autoclave (0.18N), 0.9986 at 25°C., the reactants 
tended to tl.ow through the vessel with poor 1ongitui1nal. mixing. This 
channel resembled a tubular reactor. 
Cleland and Wilhelm (8) studied this reaction in a tubular reactor. 
The details ot their experiment were discussed on page 8; however, the 
resul.ts are important to this project and are summarized here. They 
measured the velocity constant tor the reaction in a batch •TStem by 
Cleland and Wilhelm SUII!m&rized their 
experimental. results b.Y fitting their experimental data to the Arrhenius 
equation by the method ot least squares. This equation is 
1n k = 16.0502-5344.5/T (16) 
where T is ~. aDd. k is min. -1. 
Janssen and others (18) followed the b_.vdroqsis ot acetic azUvdrid.• 
in ccmcentrated acetic acid solutions by thel'lllOmetric methods. Two 
methods are 811lployed to obtain the data. Method. one is used to follow 
the 1Di tial reaction by measur:l.Dg the temperature rise in a reaction 
calorimeter, wbil.e method two is used to measure the temperature rise in 
aliquot& of the reacting mixture over long period.s of time. 
A. 2nd order irreversible reaction occurred at high concentrations 
ot acetic acid; however. deviations trcm 2nd order occurred when the 
water was sligh~ in excess of the acetic ~e. The activation 
energy tor the reaction is found to be 1). 75 k-oal./g.-11lole. 
2, Heat of llydrol.Ysis 
Conn and others (9) reported the heat ot )Vdroqais ot aoet:1o 
~eat )0°C. in the liquid p.&e to be -25,200 BTU/lb.mole of 
anhydride reacted. The value of the heat of ~o~sis is important, 
since it is used in the energy bal.ance which describes the reaction 
system. 
3. .Aniline..;llater Method 
Caudri (7), Vles (34), atld Clelatld and Wilhelm (8) suggested the 
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aniline-water method as a means to follow concentration changes during 
tb:1s reaction. Since the reaction of ani.l.ine with acetic anl\vdride 
proceeds at a much faster rate than the ~o4'sis reaction, the aniline-
water method does not require freezing of the sample. 
'lhe }Vdroqsis reaction is 
(CH3C0)20 + H20 ~ 2CHJCOOH, 
whUe acetic anhydride reacts with aniline 
(CH3co)2o + c6H5NH2 -- CH3co~1iC9i.5 + CH3coOH. 
(17) 
(18) 
If pure aniline is used, sufficient heat is evolved to cause the 
acetic acid to react with the anil.ine; therefore, the aniline is 
di1uted ldth water at 20 to 1 by volume. 'Ibis aqueous solution is 
called aniline-water. Little acetic acid is found to react w:l th 
aniline-water. Since acetanilide is a nontitratable compound and 
aniline is a weak base, the acetic acid which is formed is titrated with 
a statdard NaOH solution ani a }ilenothalein indicator. 
·' 
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III. SlMULATION OF THE REACTOR SYSTEM 
A. INTRODOOTION 
Since all f'low reactors operate between the idea1 extremes of plug 
f'l.ow or the ide~ mixed system, one of these states is usuall.y a good 
starting point as a basis for a reactor simulation. The differential 
equations for either plug f'low or the idea.J.4r mixed system are often 
quite easy to solve or simulate with a digital or analog computer. 
The reactor system to be simulated is designed to approach plug 
f'l.ow, hence plug flow is the basis of' the simulation model. 
B. DERIVATION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
When it takes place in excess water the ~o4r&is of' acetic 
~ide is termed a pseudo-first order reaction; therefore, the 
reaction simulation is based on 1st order kinetic relations and is 
considered irreversible between o.o) and o.oa lb.moles/ft.) of acetic 
anhydride. Ca1cul.atl.ons show that the heat of l¢ro:cy-s1s remains 
0 
essentia.l.ly constant with respect to temperature between 70 and 100 F. 
Variations of the bulk density and heat capacity of the reaction 
mixture are neglected throughout the reactor. The reactor is designed 
to minimize loss of heat through the walls, so the real system 
approaches adiabatic operation. Dif':f'usion of heat inside the reactor 
is to be neglected. Final.~, the teed rate is held constant and the 
reactor equations are developed f'or ste~ state. 
In summa.r;y, the bases tor this simulation are: 
1) Plug now 
2) Stead1' State 
) ) Constant feed rate 
4) Irreversible, first order reaction 
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S) CODStaDt b at of reaction 
6) Constant bulk dasity aad heat capacity 
7) Ad:iabatic S78tlllll 
8) Bo cliftwJion of heat iDaide the reactor. 
1. Material. Balanoe 
Consider a material balaDCe on the ccmponent, acetic ~de, 
over a vol: 
e1•ent is 61 with a diameter, D 1n ft, Let c8 be the conc :tration 
of acetic ~e, 1b,mo1ea/tt,3, ill the :lnlet stream, wbil.e 
u, tt,/Jtd.D., is the iDlet veloci't7, If r, 1b,mo1es/tt.311d.D,, 
represezrts the reaction rate, then at s~ state the material balaDce 
is 
(19) 
~ - the reaction is cona:biered Uldmolecular, the reaction rate takes 
tbe follow:lDg form accorcliDg to the Arrhenius equation~ 
r = d.Ca/dt = k.C8 = AC8 exp(-E/RT) (20) 
Here A, miD, - 1, is the frequerJC7 factor ad T, 0R, is absolute 
taaperatve. 'l'he material halanoe (equation (19)) ma7 be expr ssed as 
tbe differential equation 
AC 
d.C8 /d1 = - u••p(-E/RT) (21) 
Let the concentration of Ca at the reactor iDlet be C80• The bound&17 
condition on equation (21) :la 
Ca = c80 o 1 = o. (22) 
2, &lerq Balamoe 
An energ balanc over the volume e1•ent at stead¥ state 111&7 be 
expressed as 
11'D2u f'Cp(T-Tr)/4-ffD2u pcp(T+AT-Tr) /4 + 
+ ( -/1Br)n'(JJ;.A1 cu;p( -B/II:f) .. 0 (23) 
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where cp• BTU/lb. °F., is bulk heat capacity and p, lb./£t.3, the bulk 
density, and ~Hr• BTU/lb.mole, the heat o£ bydro:cysis. The energy 
balance, equation (23), may be expressed as 
dT/dJ. • ( -AH;>ACaax:p( -E/RT). (24) 
U Cp 
Let the temperature of the reactor feed equal T0 ; there£ore, the 
boundary condition on equation (24) is 
T = T0 ® 1 = o. (2.5) 
C. DJMENSIONLESS EQUATIONS 
Ostergaard (2.5) suggests the following substitutiCQII which place 
al1 equations in dimensicml.ess form: 
Y = Ca/Cao 
z = T/T0 
X= 1/L 
The variable Lis a characteristic reactor length in ft. 
Now, equations (26) and (28) reduce equation (21) to 
The boundary condi. tion becomes 
y = 1 @. X= 0. 
Equation (24) and its boundary condition become 
ds/dx ,. (-~~~ exp(-E/R'foa) 








Equations (29) and (31) contain three dimensionless groups; they are 
k1 = AL/u, k2 = E/RT0 , and k3 = (-6,Rz.)Ca0 / pcpT0 • 'lhese groups cause 
equations (29) and (31) to take the following simple form: 
D. ANALOG SCALING 
dy/dx = -k1yexp(-k2/z) 




The following scaling procedure is adopted to modify the magnitude 
of the problem variables and thus to take full advantage of the computer 
range of ±too volts. The variables are represented as 
Z = 80z (35) 
y = 10Qy (36) 
X = SOx (37) 
The X variable corresponds to computer time. Equations (30), (32), 
(33), and (34) become: 
ktY 
dY/dX = - ~p(-80k2/Z) 
Y = 100@ X= 0 
8ktk'3Y 
dZ/dX = SOO exp( -80k2/Z) 
Z = 80 8 X= 0 





The constants kt, k2, and k3 provide a convenient way to st~ the 
simulation. In this simulation equation (16) expressed as 
k = exp(16.0502)exp(-5344.5/T) is chosen to represent the reaction 
velocity constant, because Cleland and l>'lilhelm (8) have used the 
temperature range, 25 to 35°C., which is the temperature range of this 
research project. Since Cleland and Wilhelm have used the Arrhenius 
equation to represent the reaction velocity constant, the frequency 
factor is exp(16.0502) and E/R is 5344.5°K. or 962ooa. 
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Three constants, reactor velocity, u, feed concentration, Cao• and 
feed temperature, T0 , can be used to check the simul.ation, i.e., the 
values of these three constants can be controlled and the resul.ting 
experimental. data can be compared with the anal.og simulation. 
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The constants, kt and ~. are k1 = uexp(16.05) and k2 = C)620/T0 • 
The heat of b;ydrolysis is found by Corm (9) to be -25,200 BTU/lb.mole as 
exPLained on page 16. The bulk d.ensi ty ot the reactants is taken to be 
62 lb./tt.', the density of liquid water at 100°F. The bulk heat 
0 
capac1.ty of the reactants ia estimated to be o. 95 BTU/lb. F. The 
reactants are taken as to% acetic ac1.d by weight for this cal.cul.ation. 
The bulk heat capacity is considered to be the weighted average of the 
0 pure component heat capacities at 100 F., i.e., cp = (0.9)(1.0) + 
+ (0.1){0.S). Therefore, kj = 428Ca0 /T0 • 
The scaled equations (38) and (40) reduce to a convenient form which 
can eas~ be programmed on the analog comp11ter; the equations are 
di/dX = - i~exp(16.05- 76i·~00 ) (42) 
0 
dZ/dX _ 137CaoY (16 OS- 769,600) 
- uT0 exp • T0 Z • 
{43) 
F. AN.A.LCX:Z PROORAM 
The analog computer program which is used to solve equations (42) 
and (43) is shown in figure 1. The analog symbols which are used in 
figure 1 are summarized in appendix D. Integrator number one 
represents the independent variable length or X = 2.5 1 (L = 20 ft.) 
from equation (37). Integrator 2 solves tor the temperature variable 
Z, wh11e integrator 3 generates the concentration variable Y. 
0. 8 
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The effects of feed temperature, feed concentration, and fluid 
velocity on the dependent variables, reactor temperature and con-
centration, can be studied by using the analog program. Figures 2 and J 
show how the reactor temperature and concentration vary when 
u = 25 ft./min. and cao = 0.121 lb.moles/ft.3. The desired feed 
temperatures are generated by adjusting potentiometers 2 and 7. 
Figures 4 and 5 show how the feed concentration of acetic anhydride 
changes the concentration and temperature profiles in the reactor. 
These curves are for u = 25 ft./min. and T0 = 100°F. 
concentrations are produced by potentiometer 7. 
Different feed 
Potentiometers 6 and 7 can be used to vary the value of the reactor 
.flow rate. Figures 6 and 7 show how reactor flow rate affects the 
reactor simulation. 
The dependent variable, Z, has a value of 80 volts initially. 
Since the change in this variable is very small, a setting of 0.1 
volts/inch must be used on the ordinate axis of the instrument that is 
used to plot this variable. The vertical offset of this plotter is 
approximately 25 inches, while the horizontal offset is slightly over 
30 inches. The variable Z is made to fit on the plotter by subtracting 
78 volts from the value of z. The output voltage is now approximate~ 
2 volts. The change in voltage over the length of the reactor is very 
small. i.e., 0.5 to 1.0 volts in most cases. Voltages of this 
magnitude approach the limits of precision of the analog computer; 
however, the author has checked this possibility by offset scaling on 
the temperature variable. He finds that the offset scaled program 
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21, 'lhe change of vo1tage over the 1ength of the reactor is between .50 
and 100 vo1ts for the offset scal.ed temperature variab1e, The offset 
scaled program is presented in appendix E. 
G, PACTOLOS SD1ULATI.ON 
The reactor system can also be simulated on a digital. computer by 
use of the program. PACTOLOS, PACTOLOS is a digitaJ.-ana.l.og simulator, 
a simulation program for a digital computer, 
The PACTOLUS simul.ation is presented by a PACTOLUS now diagram. 
figure 8, 'lhis tlow diagram is the PACTOLUS version of the ana1og 
program that is shown in figure 1, All symbo1s on the flow chart are 
those suggested by Al.com (1), PAC'l'OLUS has several. advantages over 
the analog computer. .A. PACTOLUS simu1ation can al.wa.ys be presented in 
regul.ar prob1em \D'lits. i.e •• the variab1es don't have to be scaled to 
fit the m.aximum output of the anal.og computer. PACTOLUS requires a 
know1edge of anal.og programming techniques. since all stamard analog 
elements are incorporated into PACTOLUS. PACTOLUS e1ements of 
integrators 8lld SUllllllers etc. • do not show a sign change as do their 
analog counterparts, 
'lhe PACTOLUS simul.ation is used as an additional. check on the 
accuracy ot the analog program. Figures 9 and 10 are used to make a 
comparison between the simulations. The ana1og and PACTOLUS 
simu1ations produce almost identical results. !he PACTOLUS program is 
presented in appendix B. 
H. OTHER PHYSICAL SITUATIONS 
1. Nonadiabatic Reactor 
Heat transfer through the reactor walls affects onl.T the energy 
('' 
Figure 8. 
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Figure 10. Conparison of reactor concentration by the analog and PACTOLUS progr~~. 
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baJ.ance. The energy balance is 
1TD2uecp(T-Tr)/4-f(D2u ecp(T+/l.T-Tr)/4 + 
( -~Hr)1TD2 ACa/l.l. 
+ 4 axp(-E/RT)-U1'fD0 (T-Tc)61 = 0 (44) 
where U, BTU/min.-ft.2-°F. is the overall. heat transfer coefficient, 
0 Tc• R., is the temperature of the medium surrounding the reactor, and 
.00 , ft., is the diameter ot the insulation. Equation (44) is the same 
as equation (23), except for the UD!erlined term which contains the heat 
transfer coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient is assumed to be 
constant with respect to temperature. Equation (44) reduces to 
dT/dl. : ( -.61)AC*exp( -E/RT)-4U(T-Tc )D.,/u ecp~l. 
u Cp 
It ~ = 4UW0 /ufCJP2 and k5 = Tc/T0 , equation (45) gives 
dz/dx = k1kjYexp(-k2/z)-k4(z-k5). 
(4.5) 
(46) 
Equation (46) is scal.ed as discussed on page 21; therefore, the 
equation becomes 
(47) 
Constant~ becomes ~ = 75.6 U/u, when lalown numerical values are 
substituted for the physical. constants. Final.ly, the proper form for 
anal.og programming is obtained tram equation (47) 
dZ/dX = 137CaoYexp(16.05- 769• 600)-1 • .51UZ/U+121.0UTc/uT0 • (48) 
uT0 T0 Z 
All. additions to the analog program (figure 1) which are necessary to 
solve equation (48) are shown in figure 11. These additions incl.ude 
four potentiometers, a feed back loop, and a constant input to 




from potentiometer ~7 Fig~o 1 1 -z to di vidc:lr i!l 




Figure 11. Analog additions to figUl•e 1 to simulate a nonadiabatio tubular reactor. 
precise potetiometer setting than 1s possib1e 11."1. th cm4r one 
potentiometer. 
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Since a traq adiabatic reactor may not be achieved, the additions 
to the 8D&log program prove helphl. when heat transfer from the 
reactor caanot be negl cted. Figures 12 aDi 13 show how the overal.l 
heat tr&DSter coett:l.cient affects tbe dependent variables of this new 
matbamatica1 mode1, 'Itle eN ra1l b at transfer co fticient can be 
varied by adjustiDg potenti•eters 12-15 and 11-14. 
2, Second OJ'der Reaction Kinet1os 
When the reactor feed is higbq ccmcentrated with acetic arm,dride, 
the reaction is no 1oager described by tirst order ld.Det.ics. If 
accurate results are to be obtained by a s1mulation, the concentration 
of the water~ to be considered b.v use of Ulother dependent variable, 
C,. the concentraU.on of water iD lb,moles/ft.3. 
S1Dce aaotb r depeDdent variable is used, an additicmal equation 
is r quirecl to comp1eteq describe the syat , '!be orig1Dal material 
aDd eD rr:7 balaDces require moclit:lcat1cms. 
The value of k tbat is obtained fran equatioll (16) is not 
appl1cabl.e when the reaction is 2Di oJ'der. SiDce k = J! Cwo• the 
reaction rate tor the 2D:l order reaction is 
r,. ~ear.p(~). (49) 
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Figure 13. Effect of overall heat transfer coefficient on the reactor concentration. 
in a simi1ar manner to equations (19) and (21), 
The dimension1ess, sca1ed variable W is def'med as 
w = Cw/Cwo 
w = 100w, 
Equation (50) reduces to 
as outlined previously, 
The energy balance becomes 
dZ/dX = 137CaoiWexp(16 05_ 769,600) 100uT ' T Z ' 0 0 
The material balance on acetic anhydride becomes 
dy 'dX - - 41r.v (16 o,c_ 769,000) 








These three equations (.53), (54), and (.5.5) can be programmed with 
on1y a few changes to f'igure 1, The changes are shown in :figure 14, 
Added analog components are drawn larger than the original components 
for emphasis, These additions include mu1tip11er 3, integrator 4, and 
potentiometer 13, 
Figures 1.5 and 16 show the ef'fect of' f'eed concentration when the 
2m order simulation is used, A comparison of' figures 15 and 16 with 
f'igures 4 and .5, the 1st order simulation, shows that both the 
temperature and concentration prof'iles are almost identical tor the 1st 
and 2nd order simul.ations, Therefore, the assumption of' 1st order 
reaction kinetics tor the reaction is we11 founded at concentrations 
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Figure 16. Effect of feed concont:::·ation on the 2nd order tubular reacto::- concentration. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIR1ENT 
A complete list or the equipn.ent which comprises the physical 
s,ystem £or this project is given in appendix A. 
A. DESCRIPI'ION OF REACTOR 
The reactor is constructed £rom J/4 inch nominal pipe size, 
schedule 80, 316 stainless steel pipe. This pipe is 20'9t" long. 
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The reactor is mounted 27 inches above the f1oor level on rive pipe 
stands. The reactor is insulated with approximately one inch of fiber 
glass insulation. In order to fit the reactor to J/8 inch diameter 
tubing a 3/4 x 3/8 inch reducer is placed on each end. Both ends of 
the reactor have 3/4 inch pipe thread on the outside for mounting the 
reducers. Six sample ports are located along the bottom side of the 
reactor, four feet apart. The outside ports are 4 J/4" from the ends 
of the reactor and 20 feet apart. Each port consists of a 0.128 11 hole 
drilled through the reactor wall. A six inch piece of 1/8 11 diameter, 
304 stainless steel tubing fits into each sample port. This tubing is 
silver-soldered to the reactor over each port. The sample is with-
drawn through toggle valves at each sample port. A thermocouple well 
is located directly above each sample port on the top of the reactor. 
These thermocouple wells are 1/8" D. pipe taps through the reactor wall. 
A copper-constantan thermocouple is placed through each of these wells 
and the tip of each thermocouple rests at the center line of the 
reactor. The thermocouples are attached to the reactor by compression 
fittings called thermocouple connectors. A 316 stainless steel tube 
shields the actual thermocouple. 
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B. DESCRIPI'ION OF SUPPORTING EQUI.Pf.1".ENT 
The process equipment is described individually before generally 
describing the process design of the entire system. Figure 17 shows 
a process now sheet; the following discussion will refer to this 
figure. 
In general., the supporting equipment consists of 4 tanks, 4 
centrifugal pumps and 3 rotameters. 
1. Tanks 
The tanks in this system serve as storage and feed tanks. The 
HzO feed tank is a 25 gallon, open, sta1.nl.ess steel tank. The tank 
is fed manually from the city water system. Water is fed to the 
system :from a tank instead of directly from the city water system to 
isolate the potable water supply from the process and to isolate the 
fluctuations in city water pressure from the reactor system. 
Two tanks are used for acetic a.nJvdride storage. The anhydride 
storage drum is a 55 gallon container. The bulk of the anhydride is 
stored here. A 55 gallon, 316 stainless steel tank serves as the 
anhydride feed tank in the reactor s.ystem. This tank is equipped with 
a sight glass and both of these tanks have dip tubes. 
A 55 gallon, 316 stainless steel tank w1 th a dip tube holds the 
reaction products after they leave the reactor until they are discarded. 
2. Pumps 
All the pumps which are used in this system are of the centrifugal 
type; they are made of 316 stain1ess steel with the exception of the 
discharge pump which is made of monel. The two feed pumps feed water 
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system. The reactants mix whil.e passing through the suction side of 
the mixing pump. 
discharge pump. 
3. Rotam.eters 
The discharge tank is emptied to the sewer by the 
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Three rotameters regulate the flaw of reactants into the reactor. 
The anhydride rotameter has a 316 stainless steel. spherical float. 
The packing material. is made of tenon. Two identical rotameters are 
used to meter water and reactants into the system. These meters have 
viscosity compensating noats of 316 stainless steel.. Flow rates 
through all meters are adjusted manuall.y by neecUe va1ves. 
C. PROCESS DESCRIPI'ION 
The reactor system is described as a whole in figure 17. The 
reactants, water and acetic anqydride, are pumped from their feed tanks 
through rotameters. Next, the reactants contact each other in a tee 
and fiow through the mixing pump and into the reactor. 
The temperature at which the reactants flow into the reactor can 
be controlled by two heating tapes wrapped about the tubing through 
which the reactants pass. Powerstats regulate the heat given up by 
these tapes. The reactant temperature can be raised almost 6°F. by 
this method. Additional. heat can also be added to the reactant stream 
b,y heating the incoming water. A 1500 watt heater which is pawerstat 
controlled is used to heat the water in the H20 feed tank. 
The reactor temperatures and concentrations are measured, whil.e 
the reactants pass down the reactor as discussed on page 44. 
Finally. the reaction products now into the discharge tank and 
when spent they are pumped to the sewer. 
D. EQUIPMENT LAYOUT 
The process equipnent layout is shown in figure 18. 
is not drawn to scale. 
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This figure 
The ''X 1 s 11 that are shown in the diagram denote the location of 
thermocoupl.es and sampl.e ports on the reactor. All rotamet.ers are 
located on a table above the reactor. Pumps that lie under equipnent 
are shaded. 
E. CALIBRATION OF EQUIJMENT 
1. Thermocouples 
The six thermocouples are numbered :from one to six; number one 
being the point nearest the inlet to the reactor with the other five 
fol.lowing consecutively in the direction of flow down the reactor. 
These thermocouPles were calibrated in a constant temperature bath over 
0 
a range of temperatures between 32 and 110 F. All thermocouples read 
low over this temperature range. The following temperature additions 
calibrate the thermoeoupl.es : 0 thermocoupl.e 1 = 2 F. , thermocouple 2 ::: 
0 0 0 2 F., thermocouple 3 = 2 F., ther.mocoupl.e 4 = 1.9 F., thermocouple 5 = 
0 0 1.9 F., and thermocouple 6 = 1.9 F. 
The accuracy of the potentiometer which is used to measure the 
reactor temperatures was checked by comparing it to a ''mini-mite" test 
potentiometer. The standard cell of the Leeds and Northrup potentio-
meter proved to be accurate ~ this test. The emf. that is set up by 
the reactor thermocouples can be read to three significant figures by 
the potentiometer. 
2_, Rotameters 
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system. The calibration curve is shown in figure 19 and data for this 
calibration is given in table III in appendix A. The rotameter is 
calibrated on1y f'or the range of' now rates used in this project. 
The water rotameter cal.ibration curve is given in f'igure 20. 
This curve is a reproduction of' the calibration curve sent with the 
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V. PLAN OF EXPERll1ENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEIJURE 
A. PLAN OF EXPERJMENTS 
The experiments ~or this research project are planned to test the 
va1idity o~ the analog simulation. If the simulation can be compared 
With the experimental results for two different acetic anhydride concen-
trations at three temperature levels, i.e., approximately 10°F. separate 
the temperature l.evels, the simulation can be evaluated. The 
experimental. runs are s'llltlii18.rized in table I. Runs 7, 10, and 12 have 
approximately the same feed concentration of acetic anhydride. Slight 
variations result from differences in inlet temperatures from run to 
run. The feed concentrations for runs 8, 11, and 13 are approximately 
double that for runs 7, 10, and 12. 
The three temperature levels are approximately 75Cp-. (laboratory 
temperature), 85°F. and 100 °F. The actual reactor feed temperature 
depends on (1) 1aboratory temperature, (2) water temperature, and 
(3) temperature rise due to the reaction which takes place before the 
reactants enter the reactor. 
B. ANILINE~ATER METHOD 
The aniline-water method is used to measure the concentration of 
acetic anhydride in the reactor. 
1, Preparation of Aniline-Water 
The aniline-water is prepared by mixing 20 parts water to 1 part 
aniline by volmne. Aniline is only slightly soluble in water; 
therefore, agitation of the aniline-water is required before it is used 
in the experiments. 
Since aniline is a toxic liquid, special precautions are required 
while it is being handled. Gloves help prevent any contact with the 
hands. The aniline-water should be prepared in a hood and stored 
there when not in use. 
2. Methods of Analysis 
Aniline reacts with acetic anhydride to form one mole of acetic 
acid. An excess of aniline is required to ensure that the reaction 
proceeds quickly and entirely. An excess of 10 to 1 by volume over 
that necessary to completely react the acetic anhydride in a sample is 
used throughout this experiment, i.e., if 10 ml. of reactants contain 
1 ml. of acetic anhydride, 200 ml. of aniline-water are required. 
A total of 18 samples, three from each sample port, constitute a 
reactor run. The sample bottles are weighed before and after the 
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aniline-water is added to them; therefore, the amount of aniline-water 
in the bottles is known accurately. The bottles are weighed again 
after the reactants have been introduced; therefore, the amount of 
reactants added to each bottle is !mown accurately. 
Reactor sample ports must be fiushed thoroughly before obtaining 
a sample; fifteen seconds is sufficient time to clear out the stagnant 
fiuid. Since aniline is insoluble in water, the botUes are shaken 
before the reactants are added and again afterwards. 
Three tota1 hydrolysis samples are required; one for each set of 
six samples. A total bydrozysis sample is comprised of pure reactants 
whi.ch are allowed to completely lzydrolyze. One day is sufficient time 
for complete hydrolysis to take place. 
All sampl.es are titrated with sodium hydroxide am. with the use of a 
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phenolphthalein indicator. The sodium hydroxide solution is stand-
ardized against a known strength of oxalic acid solution. 
'!be concentration at a sample port is found by subtracting the 
concentration of the total hydrolysis sample from the concentration of 
the a.nil.ine-water sample. The concentration that is obtained is 
equivalent to the acetic anhydride concentration that is present in the 
reactor. Refer to page 17 for an additional discussion about the 
aniline-water method. A sample calcu1ation is shown in appendix C. 
3. Reliabill ty of Aniline-water Method 
The aniline-water method proves unreliable at high acetic anhydride 
concentrations. The data for run 9 is given in tabl.e VI in appendix B. 
Rtm 9 clearly shows haw scattered the measurements of the acetic 
anhydride concentration can become. A very heavy white precipitate 
was formed when the reactants contacted the anil.ine-water during rtm 9. 
All. runs which were performed at lower concentrations formed only a 
very fine precipitate, which indicates that the formation of a heavy 
precipitate signals the failure of the aniline-water method as a means 
of measuring acetic ~ide concentrations. Figure 28 shows that the 
acetic anhydride concentration begins to become scattered even at a feed 
concentration of 0.0715 1b.moles/rt.3. 
C. TEMPERATURES 
The reactor temperatures are taken short~ after the reactor comes 
to steady state; five minutes is sufficient to obtain a steady state. 
The f'irst and last temperatures are taken again toward the end of' the 
run. If' these readings agree, the temperatures are considered to be 
correct and the reactor is considered to have been at steady state. 
D. REACTANT FLOW RATES 
The f1ow rates o£ water and acetic anhydride are set at the start 
o£ a reactor run and the rotameters attended throughout the run; 
thus, a constant now o£ reactants is easily maintained. 
E. EFFECT OF MIXING PUMP ON THE EXPERJMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The mixing pmup does not a£f'ect the results o£ this experiment. 
Turbu1ence in the system is great enough to properly mix the reactants. 
There£ore. the m:ixing pump was not run during these experiments to 
decrease the ~ount of' acetic anhydride that escapes into the 
laboratory. However, i£ the reaction is run in l.a:rrd nar now, the 
mixing pump may be needed to ensure a proper mi.xing o£ the reactants. 
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VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A. EXPERJMENTAL DATA 
The experimental. resu1ts are given in appendix B. The experi-
mental runs are summarized in table I on page 58. Figures 21 through 
32 show the experimental results for rms 7 through 13. Each circle 
that is shown on figures 7 through 13 represents an experimental. data 
point. The experimental data that was obtained during this research 
project seems quite valid except when acetic anhydride concentrations 
exceed 0.0715 1b.moles/rt.3. This subject has been discussed 
previously on page .5.5. 
B. RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ADIABATIC TUBULAR REACTOR SIMULATION 
Figures 21 through 32 also show the response curves of the analog 
program, i.e., the adiabatic, 1st order, tubular reactor program. 
The potentiometer settings for rm1s 7 to 13 are listed in table II. 
An increase in reactor feed temperature is seen to increase the 
temperature difference between the reactor inlet and outlet. Likewise, 
an increase in feed concentration increases this temperature difference. 
The amount of acetic ~ide which is converted to acetic acid 
becomes greater as either the reactor feed temperature or feed concen-
tration increase. 
Both the temperature and concentration profiles for the analog 
simu1ation are approximately linear over the length of the reactor. 
C. COMPARISON OF DATA WITH THE SUHJLA.TION 
The adiabatic ana.J.og simulation is compared with the experimental 
data in the form of graphs. Figures 21 to 32 have dual. ordinate 
Table I. Summary of the Experimental Runs. 
Experimental Feed Feed Laboratory Reactor 
Run Concentration (lb.moles/ft.3) Temperature (OF •) Temperature (~.) Velocity (ft./min.) 
7 0.0364 77.40 79.5 28.0 
8 0.0757* 76.30 77.0 24.6 
9 unknown 8).00 85.0 25.3 
10 0.0364 85.00 82.0 28.0 
11 0.0715* 86.00 77.0 24.6 
12 0.0340 100.60 so.o 28.0 
13 0.0648 100.04 83.0 24.6 
NOTE: * indicates that the value given for feed concentration is of doubtful accuracy due to the 
unreliability of the aniline-water method. 
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Table II. Potentiometer Settings for Runs 7 to 13. 
~ Pot, 2 Pot. 6 Pot. 7 
7 0.143 0.143 0.03315 
8 0,143 0.1625 0.0786 
10 0,141 0,143 0.0327 
11 0.141 0.1625 0.0729 
12 0,137 0,143 0.0296 
13 0,137 0,1625 0,0644 
NOTE: The potentiometers which a.re listed above are shown on figure 1. 
scales. The ordinate scale which is to be used with the analog 
simulation is in volts, while the second scale is in corresponding 
problem units. The experimental data is shown as circles, while the 
analog response curves are shown as lines on figures 21 to 32. 
The adiabatic analog program simulates the experimental con-
centrations adequately for every I"lln, except run 8. The feed con-
centration £or run 8 is 0.0757 lb.moles/ft.3 of acetic anhydride and 
the aniline-water method may be an unreliable means of measuring acetic 
anhydride concentrations at 0.0757 lb.moles/rt.3. The experimental 
data approaches the results of the simulation near the end of the 
reactor where the acetic anhydride concentration is much lower than 
0.0757 lb.moles/rt.3. 
The adiabatic analog simulation produces temperature profiles 
which lie above the experimental temperatures for every run, except run 
7. Figure 12 shows that the reactor temperature profiles are quite 
sensitive to an increase in the overall heat transfer coef£icient, 
while the reactor concentration pro£iles, figure 13, remain unchanged. 
Run 7 was carried out at laboratory temperature, so there is no 
temperature driving force for heat transfer. The experimental reactor 
operation was approximately adiabatic during run 7, but heat transfer 
£rom the reactor into the laborato~ cannot be neglected in ~ other 
run. 
D. SIGNIFICANCE OF HEAT TRANSFER TO THE EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR 
The overall heat transfer coefficient o£ the reactor can be 
calculated qy using the nonadiabatic simulation which is discussed on 
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affects the reactor temperature for run 12. The potentiometers which 
are shown on figure 11 are set as follows to obtain figure 33: 
u Pot. 15 Pot, 12 Pot. 14 Pot. 11 
0 0 0 0 0 
0,6 0 0.0.540 0 0.0416 
1.2 0,0100 0,0080 0 0,0832 
The overall heat transfer coefficient is seen to be approximately 1.2 
figure 35 shows that the heat transfer 
coefficient for run 13 equals 1 • .5 BTU/hr.rt.2°F. and the heat transfer 
coefficient for run 11 is found in a similar manner to be 2 • .5 
BTU/hr,rt.2°F, b,y figure 37. 
The heat transfer coefficient can also be calculated in another 
manner, The overall heat transfer coefficient, U, (based on the out-
side area of a pipe that is covered with insulation) is given by 
Bennett ard Myers (4) to be 
U = 1/(~ + ~rsteel Ao + ~rins. Ao + 2:_), 
~~ ksteel A*steel kms. A"'ins. ho 
(56) 
In equation (56) A0 is the outside area of the insulation, ~ is the 
inside area of the pipe, ~ is the inside film coefficient, h0 is the 
outside film coefficient, k is ther.ma1 conductivity, and A* is log mean 
area, 
The physical dimensions of the reactor which a.re used for this 
calculation are summarized as follows : 
1) o.D. of pipe = 1.05" 
2) Wall thiclmess = 0,154" 
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4) Insulation = J/4" thick 
5) Reactor length = 20 ft. 
The thermal conductivity of 316 stainless steel is 
113 BTU/hr.ft.2 (°F./inch), as given by Perry (26). The fiber glass 
insulation around the reactor is estimated to have the same thermal con-
ductivity as glass wool. The conductivity of glass wool is given by 
Perr.y (27) to be 0.024 BTU/hr.rt.2 (oF./ft.). 
The overall heat transfer coefficient is calculated for an average 
reactor temperature of 100°F. and a laborator.y temperature of 80°F. 
The inside film coefficient in equation (56) can be calculated 
from the equation 
0.8 0.3 
hD/k = o.023(Re) (Pr) 
where Re is the Reynol.ds number and Pr is the Prandtl nl.Dnber. 
(57) 
Bennett 
and Myers (5) claim equation (57) is valid in turbulent flow when 
Pr(cp~/k)~0.7. The inside film coefficient is found to be approx-
imately 132 BTU/hr.rt.2~. for liquid water by equation (57). 
Equation (56) reduces to 
u = 1/(0.026+0.00382+3.93+ ~) = 1/(3.96+ ~). 
0 0 
(58) 
The resistances to heat transfer of the inside film and the reactor wall 
are small when compared to the resistance of the insulation. The over-
all heat transfer coefficient is approximately 0.25 BTU/hr.ft. 2°F. 
Equation (56) is a val.id description of the overall heat transfer 
coefficient only if the insulation which surrounds the reactor is 
perfect, i.e., there are no breaks in the insulation lddcb allow the 
reactor wal.l to be exposed directly to the air in the laboratory. 
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Since the experimental reactor for this research project does have 
breaks in the insulation, the actual heat transfer coefficient will be 
higher than is calculated from equation (56). A small area of the 
reactor is open to the laboratory arourrl each sample port. In 
addition, the sample ports are not insulated which allows heat that is 
conducted down the sample ports to be lost into the laboratory. 
The heat transfer coefficients which are calculated by the 
nonadiabatic analog program as explained on page 73 are all higher than 
the theoretical value. Run 11 has the highest coefficient; however, 
since the feed concentration is not known accurately for run 11, the 
heat transfer coefficients that are calculated for runs 12 and 13 are 
likely to be more accurate. The heat lost through the bare pipe may 
account for the difference between the theoretical and calculated heat 
transfer coefficients. 
E, RESULTS OF 2nd ORDER SIMUlATION 
The 2nd order simulation was discussed previously on pages 37 to 
40. Although the hydrolysis of acetic anhydride is truly a 2nd order 
reaction, the 1st order simulation gives results that are similar to 
the 2nd order simulation as discussed on page 40. Since the water 
concentration is large when compared to the acetic ~ide con-
centration, the 1st order simulation seems to be valid for the con-
centrations studied in this project, i.e., the 2nd order simulation is 
expected to produce the same results as the 1st order simulation for 
the reactor concentrations of this research project. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 
The tubular reactor B,ystem that is used for this research project 
is successfUlly simulated on the analog computer between 0.0364 and 
0.0715 lb.moles/ft.3 of acetic anhydride and reactor temperatures 
The hydrolysis of acetic anhydride may be simulated 
b.y a first order reaction approximation between 0.0364 and 0.0715 
lb.moles/ft.J of acetic anhydride as discussed on pages 40 and 81. 
The reactor system can be assumed to be adiabatic only if the tempera-
ture driving force for heat transfer between the reactor and the 
laboratory is very small (3°F. or less) as explained on page 60. 
In this range the adiabatic analog program is a satisfactory simulation 
of the reactor system. The nonadiabatic analog program can be used 
to simulate the reactor system when the temperature driving force is 
greater than 3°F. 
The offset scaling technique, which is discussed on page 113, 
is a successful method or simulating the reactor system between reactor 
temperatures or 76.3 and 100.6°F. The approximation of 
exp(~(T-Tb)/TTb) by exp(~(T-Tb)/Tb 2) included in the offset scaling 
procedure is valid at these reactor temperatures. 
The aniline-water method, page 55, is a reliable method to measure 
acetic anhydride concentrations only below 0.0715 lb.moles/ft.3 • 
VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO THE EQUIPMENT 
1. Reactor 
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The sample ports are silver soldered to the reactor. This weld 
is not entirelY satisfactory, since it can be broken quite easily. A 
stronger connection should definitely be used. A 1/8 inch pipe tap 
can be drilled in the reactor; this pipe tap would replace the 
smaller hole which is presently there. A 1/8 inch male connector made 
of 316 stainless steel can be placed into the pipe tap for the purpose 
of attaching the toggle valves and tubing to the reactor. These 
additions would permanently connect the toggle valves to the reactor. 
2. HzO Feed Tank 
An overflow on the HzO feed tank would provide a more efficient 
operation by maintaining a constant bead in the tank and eliminating 
the possibility of the tank overflowing. 
The present H20 feed tank might be altered to fabricate this 
overflow line. A hole could be drilled in the side of the tank near 
the top. This hole could probably be tapped and a rubber hose attached 
to the tank with a fitting. The hose would allow water to drain by 
gravity into the sink. 
If fabrication of the existing water feed tank proves impossible, 
a new tank should be designed and fabricated w1 th an overflow. 
3, Sealed Sam;eling Procedure 
Acetic anqydride causes extreme irritation to the eyes and the 
mucous membranes. In fact, if very much of the chemical escapes into 
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the laboratory, the author finds it impossible to continue experimental 
work. Some sort of sealed sampling procedure is necessary, if the 
equipnent is to be used in the future. Since the reactor must be 
flushed before each sample is taken, some means must be provided to 
handle both flushing and sampling of the reactor simultaneously. 
B. POSSIBlJ,ITIES FOR FUI'URE STUDY 
1, Dispersion Studies 
Dispersion studies should be possible on the hydrolysis of acetic 
anhydride. However, some modification of equipnent is necessary 
before the work can be accomplished. The lowest acetic anhydride flow 
rate that can be successful:cy metered into the system with the present 
rotameter is 0.013 gal./min. In order to achieve the desired Re,ynolds 
number (~1000) and the desired concentration of acetic anhydride 
(~ 0.003 lb.moles/ft.3), a small metering pump would be required to 
replace the anhydride rotameter and anhydride feed pump. The reader is 
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Cross Sectional Area 
Concentration 
Heat Capacity 
Dispersion Coefficient, Ko1ecu1ar 
Di.f:fusivity 
Coefficient of Molecular Diffusion 
Reactor Diameter 
Activation Energy 
Molal F1ow Rate 
Heat of Reaction 









Reactor Radius, Radial Distance 
Ideal Gas Constant 







2 ft. /rrrl.:n, 


















Symbol Explanation Typical Units 
t Time min. 
T,Tc Temperature oR. 
u Reactor Axial Velocity f't./min. 
u Heat Transfer Coefficient BTU/min.f't. 2oF. 
v Velocity ft./rrd:n. 
v Reactor Vo1l.D1le ft) 
w Cw/Cwo dimensionless 
X 1/L dimensionless 
y Ca/Cao dimensionless 
z T/T0 , T-Tb/T0 -Tb dimensionless 
z Axial Distance ft. 
c( Damkohler Nl.D1lber, D/kR2 dimensionless 
~ Residence Time min. 
y Kinematic Viscosity ft. 2/min. 
~ kz/v0 dimensionless 
e Density 1b./f't.3 




1. Reactor, 20'9i", 3/4" nominal pipe size, schedule 80, approximate 
wall thickness = 0.15 11 , 316 stainless steel, purchased from Metal Goods 
Corp., St. Louis, Mo. 
2. Six copper constantan thermocouples, 316 stainless steel tube 
shield, catalog No. T20JS28F, purchased from West Instrument Co., 
University City, Mo. 
3. Six toggle valves, 1/8" d. female NPT, 303 stainless steel, Hoke 
catalog No. 461, purchased from Bruce Greaves Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
4. 304 stainless steel tubing, 1/8" O.D., wall thiclmess 0.32", 
catalog No. 5M1781, purchased from McMaster-carr Supply Co., Chicago, 
nlinois. 
5. Two rotameters, model 1110 size 8, tube No. R-BM-25-2, Float No. 
8-RV-31, 316 stainless float and end fittings, teflon packing, 0-100 
linear sca1e 250 mm. in length, purchased from Brooks Instrument Co., 
St. Louis, Mo. 
6. !ffiBydride rotameter, Brooks Sho-Rate 150, model 1355 size 6, tube 
No. R-6-15-B, 316 stainless steel spherical float, teflon packing, 
150 mm. scale, purchased from Brooks Instrument Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
7. Two heating tapes, 2 ft. long, catalog No. s-40854, size D, 
purchased from E. H. Sargent Co., Chicago, Illinois. 
8. Six needle valves, J/8", 316 stainless steel, Hoke catalog No. 
2215G6Y, purchased from K. c. Brown Co., Kansas City, Mo. 
9. Three Whitey needle valves, 3/8 11 , 316 stainless steel (two) and 
brass (one) No. IVS6, purchased from Jackson Supply Co., Ferguson, Mo. 
10. Discharge centrifugal pump, Eastern Industries, 115 AC/DC, model 
B1, serial No. RCL 4-1345, material of construction: monel. 
11. V~g centritugal pump. Eastern Industries, 115V, 1/JO hp., 
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model D6, serial No. C1C-0095, material of construction: 316 stainless 
steel. 
12. Anhydride feed centrifugal pump, Eastern Industries, 115V, 1/8 hp., 
model DH-11, serial No. RCL4-1847, material of construction: 316 
stainless steel. 
13. H20 feed centrifugal pump, Eastern Industries, 115V, 1/8 hp., 
model D-11, serial No. CG7-0170, material of construction: 316 
stainless steel. 
14. 304 stainless steel tubing, 3/3" O.D., wall thickness 0.035". 
15. Two 55 gal. drums, 316 stainless steel. 
16. One 25 gal. tank, stainless steel, open top, manufacturer: 
Nooter Corp., St. Louis, Mo. 
17. Copper constantan thermocouple wire, 20 gage, glass braid 
insulation, catalog 53-0010, purchased from West Instrument Co., 
University City, Mo. 
18. Potentiometer, Leeds and Northrup Co. 
19. Potentiometer, Thermo Electric Co., model 80220, range 0 to 600°F., 
serial No. AG6959-2. 
20. Electric water heater, 1500 watt, 120 volt, chromolox brand. 
21. scales, capacity of 2610 grams, triple beam balance by Ohaus Scale 
Corp. 
22. Stirrer, 115 v., 60 cycle, Fisher Scientific Full Tork lab motor. 
2. Chemicals 
1. Aniline, catalog No. A-739, Fisher Scientific Co., St. Louis, ~o. 
2. Acetic anhydride, 55 gal. drum, Union Carbide Corp., St. Louis, ~:o. 
3. Operating Instructions 
1. Start the H20 feed pump. Be sure that the valve on the 
discharge o:f the H20 f'eed tank is open. 
2. Adjust the H20 rotameter to the desired setting with the 
needle valve. 
3. Regulate the water supply rate in order to keep a constant 
head in the H20 feed tank. 
tank will overfiow. 
Care must be taken here or the H20 feed 
4. Start the mixing pump. This pump has valves on both the 
discharge and suction sides. Af'ter the pump is running check the 
packing for excessive leakage. 
5. Check the valves in the ~ide feed system. Only the 
valve between the anhydride feed tank and the suction side of the pwnp 
should be open. Start the anhydride f'eed pump. 
6. Adjust the anhydride rotameter to the desired setting. 
Check the H20 rotameter setting again. 
7. Allow at least 5 minutes for the system to come to steady 
state. 
8. Take the experimental data. Be sure to f'lush each sample 
port for about 10 seconds before taking a sample. 
9. Finall.y, flush the reactor with water after completing a 
run. Always drain the reactor to prevent excessive corrosion between 
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runs. 
B. APPENDIX B. 
1. Experimental Data 
The data that was obtained during the experiments is summarized 
in the :form of tables. Table one shows the data that was used to 
draw the calibration curve for the anqydride rotameter. More informa-
tion is given about these runs in the discussion of the results. 
Table III. Data tor oal:J.br&ti.GD of ~ rotameter. 







Table IV. Data from run 7. 







Laborator,y temperature = 79.5°F. 
Water Rotameter Setting (40) 











Tabl.e V. Data from run 8. 
Reactor Length (ft.) Temperature (°F. ) 





20 77.84 78.0.3 
Laborator.y tsmperature = 77°F. 
'/later Rotameter Setting (33.2) 









Table VI. Data. from run 9. 







Laboratory temperature = 85~. 
Water Rotameter Setting (30) 




0.502 0.436 0.375 
0.324 0.256 0.195 
0.274 0.254 0.162 
0.370 0.269 0.207 
0.411 0.324 0.241 
0.367 0.288 0.269 
Table VII. Data from run 10. 
Reactor Length (f't.) Temperature ( ~. ) 
0 85.01 
4 85 • .32 




Laboratory temperature = 82°F. 
Water Rotameter Setting (40) 





0.0362 0.0367 0.0364 
o.oJ6o 0.03665 0.0356 
0.0.342 0.0360 0.0)05 
0.0)28 0.0338 O.OJ55 
0.0)32 0.0)24 o.OJJ2 
0.0)12 0.0)44 0.0296 
Table VIII. Data from rm1 11. 







Laboratory temperature = 770'F. 
Water Rotameter Setting (33.2) 
Anhydride Rotameter Setting (30) 
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c<>r.) Concentration (lb.moles/ft.3) 
0.0699 0.0714 0.0730 
o.o651 o.o654 0.0632 
0.0643 o.o667 0.0612 
o.o663 0.0668 0.0604 
0.0648 0.0646 0.0648 
0.0571 0.0643 0.0595 
Ta.b1e IX. Data from run 12. 







Laboratory temperature = 80°F. 
\.J'ater Rotameter Setting (40) 






Concentration (lb.moles/ft.3 ) 
0.0349 0.0340 0.0332 
o.OJJ3 0.0337 0.0350 
0.0317 0.0327 0.0312 
o.o302 0.0307 0.0330 
0.0)05 o.OZB7 0.0313 
0.0293 0.0286 0.0274 
Table X. Data from run 13. 







Laboratory temperature = 83<>r. 
Water Rotameter Setting (33.2) 





0.0648 0.0641 0.0642 
0.0612 0.0597 0.0640 
0.0590 0.0558 0.0561 
0 .. 0574 0.0474 0.0587 
0.0540 0.0534 0.0549 
o. 0.530 0.0528 0.0506 
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2. PACTOLUS Runs 
The PACTOLUS simulation for runs 7 through 13 plus the data to back 
up figures 9 and 10 are given here. 
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Figure 9 and 10 
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Run 7. 
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536.299 Ro o.o o.o 
0 6 20.00000 o.o o.o 
- ----- - - ---- _____ 1 l 14 
---.~ 1. 00000 o. 0 0 .o 1 o o.-ooa-n o o. CJ --- -o-:o--
15 
1 6 
n.t6nso o.o o.o 
1.00000 o.o o.o 
------~ID~-----------l~I~ 
TIMES 
0.0 o.o o.o 
INTEGRATION I NTFRVAL 0 .10000000 
---- - --------{~ ~~ C ElFt*E·-r~rn= :~ F.-N ....... r--~?,_,_ Z : 8~-{}&g 3 8 6,.----
ENO 
OUTPT 
______ _DUIPIIT l 2 ~ 4 
END 17 8 2 6 
5 ____ ~o ~7 ____ *R ________ ___ 
0 6 0 0 
RUN 
_ ____ _li_M_E'"-------'OUTPUT 17 OUTPUT ~ OUTPUT 2 ( o • o o • o 516. 2 o<)g o ·--=-o-;07 577f __ _ 
4.00C00000 4.00000 537.0Q092 -0.073A3 
e.oonooooo R.noooo 537.~SlR4 -o.o71Q6 
____ 12...JHlOJ)_onoo 12.00000 __ _,s~'1.~"J77qc:; -o.o?oto 16 • o o o o o o o o r6:1'in1'Yno- ;-1-Q.47.~Tsrr-----=a-;n7i""P""7T ____ _ 
20.00000000 lq.99998 540.25488 -0.06b36 
--~~EMD-~£-lLW~N~---------~·-------------
.. . ... ·• •.y •. ~ .. . . 
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Run 10 • 
.. --- -- -- - ---- ----------- - ·- ······------ --- -- -- - ------ ·--- - ----- --- --- ~-- --- ------
------~-- - ---- ~· ---- ----- -- -- - -- - -·-- --- - ----- - , ____ ..._______ -.- - -- --
CONFG 
rnNFIGU RAT!8N SDECIFIC4Tf0~ 
______ .. __ ___ _______ ___ . _ _ _ _B _~ nl K_ _ ____ ____ T '( ~ f_ _____ _ I__~J _ _f'_U6 _) ____ __ L~P U6 - -- ~-- - __ _ T_ N_PIJ b __ } _  
? + 1 -:-6 0 
~ X ~ 13 0 
- --- ----- - -·- - ~ o n 
------ -· '3 -- ---- ----- ---- - G ---- -- - ----'"4-- ---- - --- -------o---
6 I 5 0 0 
7 G ~ o 
__ R _ _ ! 7 - 0 lJ --,- - ------ -- - ---rr--------- --~-- -----------------8-----
Io K o o n 
11 (; . 10 0 6 
------ - ------- -- t-~------------------ ·----;-- -- ~-- ----T -~------l_·6----------&·---
14 K 0 0 0 
15 r, 14 0 0 
--· ----- E N-o· - -------- ----- ---- i ~ ---- g -- . - I~-- ----- ------ --g------- ---· - -g 
I C P t\R 
----------- ----- ------ - - - ·-· - - ft'-~TT J .'l.L r,n,r--JCIJTT D NS hND DAR6~1ETERS ~ L n C K ---- - ----1 C / P i"i q 1 -=- -----------p .A f ~------ - -'"--- ·- P/1 R~~ 
1 o.o 0.0 o.o 
s 0.03~70 o.o o.o 
___ _ 6 _ - - - ().0 3 640 o.o o.o 1 - 1 cs. 2 ~r~:. no--- --- ----- --- ·o·-;;-o-- -- --- -- ----- ------ -- ·o ~ o· 
B ~4r,.oocoo 0.0 o.o 
10 0~20.00000 o.o o.o 
--------- --- ---1-1---------- -- 1n·o1 --! -o0~Q.<o-1 ·o0--·-- - .Q-·-R- -- -- - --g_ .. _ 0- --+ ~ . ·- • \ . 1. 1 '- . \ . .J • v \ J • 0 
15 0.1AOSO 0.0 0.0 16 1.ooooo o.o n.o 
-- -rTM~-~- - ---- -- ----- - -- - -- - _1_7__ _ o.o --- - -----~_Q ____________ _______ ___ Q .. 9 __ _ 
I NTEGRATION f N TERVI\1 . 0.10001000 
----____ _ T 0 T A L T P.1 E ? 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. -- --~/\ "1 P1."E- ·r J ~·fF--n~C REI\.1 FNt---- ------4:-;:)o ·:m"IT01fo--------- ------.,. 
FNn 
OUTPT 
OUTPUT 1 2 3 '~ S f, 7 ~ 
---- --- E Nn -- · -- --· - - 11 - --- A-- · - - ? 6 -------·-o ---: ---- o- ----- -o ·- -----o ·---------- -- --- --------
RUN 
T I MF. nUT P UT J 7 fJ U TD UT Cl OUTPUT 2 
--- -rr:·o---- --- - ----------·-- -r ~n-·---- --- ---------- - '3·z.-s-;-rr1Jrro·-..... o -- -~~IJ1o"'+_1J __ 
4.00 0 00 000 4. 0000 0 ~4~ .43045 -0.0~53 6 ~.00000 00 0 P.OO OOO ~ 4 5 . 8 730~ - 0.014 3 1 
. 1 2 . 00000000 17.00 000 546 . ~ 0 10 ~ -0.01 ~ 31 
--- -----1 h ~ -n Q i) no co·o· ·1 6. noo oo --- -· · 5 '• r, ~ '2 00 s------ - -- n. 01 2 3 3 ---- --
zo . oooooooo 19 . q9998 547.1 310 6 - 0. 01136 
J.HIL OF PJJJ:~-'"--~------ ..,....-· · -- --:---- _-.-- --- -- - ----- -· --
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Run 11. 
JON CARSON PEACT0P SI~ULATICN 
PACTOLUS DIGITAL ANALOG S!~ULATOR PR OGRA~ 
--- -- - - -- - --- ----- --- ------- - -- --- -
------ --- ---- - ·--- -··- -- ---
CONfG 
CONFIGURATION SPECIFICATinN 
BLOfK TY{E INPU6-l INDUb--? H~ PIJ6_3_ 
2 + 1 -6 0 
3 X 6 13 0 
- --- -- -- --- -- - - ---- - - - 45 - - 3 0 0 
---- - -c;- ~tt-· ·---------- ----------.-------- - -o----- --
~ I 5 0 0 
8 G 3 0 0 t 1 0 0 ll · 8 ---o- -
10 K 0 0 0 
ll G tO 0 0 
------ 11~------------ + - ·- -- ----- _-q l Cj 0 
__ _, c- T2 --- o-------------o--
14 K 0 0 0 
15 G 14 0 0 
- ~:K'f\lrro.- -----;lr-6::r---- G 76 o 0 ICPAR l -o lb 1i ~o--
- ---- - -- ------ - --_--·-srUCR I ~-t-J~-~-~Tt;_O~QJJ I ON? __ :-~~~ AR AME!_E_~~ -p~RT 
l o.o - o.o o.o 
5 0.04065 o.o o.o 
6 0.07150 o.o o.o 1 rr.3 9 -g-gq- o-;-o --rr·-.; o~-
a 546.ooooo o.o o.o 
10 9620.00000 o.o o.o 
_ _ 1 1 1 • 0 0 0 00 0. 0 0 • 0 
rzt----·ruo~·ooooo-· -------- o-;o------------- - ---- - ·-·o-; ·o---- - -
15 0.16050 o.o o.o 
- ----····-----· ---
16 1.00000 o.o o.o ~~- ---------~~~7 ________ ~o~·~~o~----------o~·~o~---------~o~·~o _ 
INTEGRATION INTERVAL 0.10000000 ··---- -- ----~~-~~EFif-1Mt-fNCREME~T __ __:C_2~ggg.ggggg ______ _______ ·· .. 
END 






TIME OUTPUT 17 
- ·--- o.o· ·- - --·- rr:-o 
4.00000000 4.00000 
R.oooooooo A.ooooo 
12.00000000 12.00000 -rb~rrn·umnm-u- 1. 6 • o oo-c,.,..,, o....---
2o.oooooooo 19.99998 
OUTPUT R OUTPUT 2 ( 
----s4 6-;.-ooo on-----·· -o-; 07 t s-o- -·-
547.03516 -0.0690g 
?49.06055 -0 .066 6? 
~4q.ogsq4 -o. o ~425 
-- 55u-.-r oc;"tJ·3 -o-;-Obl-no---
551.12231 -o .o5q4A 
__ ___ ENJL .. O_,!."'-F__.;:_:R...,.U:...:..:N...__ _____ -,--_ _ ,;.__ _______________ , __ __ _ 




f: D N f T r; I F' ~ T l r·J t\J S D F r: I r: I C A T I n N 
·· · ····· -- -··· ----·- ·· -· ··-··- -· ···· 3l nc1.K . ·- --· -- l'(KPf_ - ·- -· -·· J. ~J?_!I_OT ..__ l. ______ Lfil~.tJ:C _  2_ ___ _  l !:t!?tJT 3 0 . . -- --
2 + 1 -6 ' g 
~ : 6 1~ 0 
---·--s- -----·G-- - -·:--!-------8----------&--
6 I 5· 0 0 
1 G 3 0 0 
---- --------···- --··---···· -~- -------·---··- ---}---------- ·-ri--· --- ---------~ ----- ·-----·---... 0 - - - . 
1 o K o o· o 
11 ,.. - 0 ~ b 10 o n 1 r · 
--·---·--·--·- - - ------- ---t :-_9_ . _ _ ____ _1__5_ 0 1 3 · F l 2 0 ------ ·- o---:--
14 K 0 0 0 
lS G 14 0 0 
- -- - f:Nif ___________ .. ---- ----l ~ . g -- -·-··-·--··· -1i--· --- ----~--8--- -- --- - --- --· ----8 - --- --
ICPAQ 
·---- ---·- ·- ---- - - - --·-- -- ··----- .LN J T L-'l I_ r: GNO T T T 0~'-!S !IN!) P t\R A._, r: T ER <; ~!. OCK .· CCI r>tfP-1- - ···- - ·- ··------p-fl P. -2----·--"~----·---p-.(P:':f 
1 o.o . o.o o.o 5 o.n~ 5 70 o.o n.o 
~ ·· ···-· -- - -· · -- T~ ! -~-~~-Rt)--------··--- ------~:-g- -- - - ----- --- - --·· · -·· -- g: g ... · 
a 5b0.599R5 o.o o.~ 
10 os?o.oonno o.o n.o 
---}!·-·--·-··--- ro h··: 8 g 8-6 3-----------R~%-- 8·:-g-. · --
15 o.loo~n o.o o.o 
16 1 .ooooo o.o o.o 
··rTG~~---·------·- ------·· - 11---- · -- ·- -- -0 • 0 --- · -- __ __ Q._Q_ ________ ___ ___ Q_._o 
_fND OF BUN .~-------------------
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?..un 13. 
JON CARSON REACTOR SI~ULATTO~ 
PACTOL US 0 IGI TAl ANAL OG Sl MUL~TOR PRflGqM~ 
CONFG 
CONFIGURATJ8N SPECJFJC~TIO~ 
BlOCK. TYPF __ _lliPIJT 1 P JPUT ? T NPtJT 1 1 K ·--o-------·o o 
23 + 1 -6 0 
X 6 · 13 0 
----- -----~4 - 3 0 0 5-- - G ----K---------CJ-
6 I 5. 0 0 
1 G 3 o -o 
·--·----.-!;;8 T 7 0 0 9 I 11 
10 K o o· 
11 G 10 0 O 
12 + . ~9 15 Q 
---rr---- ·-,:----rz -{} (f----
14 K . 0 0 0 
15 G 14 0 0 
- -----;;:- -----~l...l:6~ ___ ___:G 76 0 0 
END 17 0 16 0 
ICPAR 
-- --- - -- · -- - ----·- ---0_ l a·-c···=K-- f N _ _I T I_ t'i L C 0 NO I T J 0 N S AN D oAR A._, E T E R S o 1 C7P A.R 1 --o-AR 2 ---- p·?i~ 3 
1 o.o o.o 0.0 
5 0.04065 o.o o. o 
____ 6 0.06480 o.o 0 .r) 
1 1 r:~(rcrg-q o. o ---o-;-n--~ 
A 560.03979 0.0 0.0 
10 9n2o.ooooo o.o n.o 
_ _ _ 11 1.00000 o.o o.o P+ Iuo-:-mro\HJ o. o -- -a-;·rr -
15 0.16050 o.o o.o 
16 1.00000 o.o o.o 1!_ o.o o.o o.o 
INTEGRATION JNTERV~l 
TOTAL TIME 




OUTPT OUTPUT 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 ~ E·No-:-·---n ·---a- 2 ·o---or.- -""'o- - u--..,..---- - --
RUN 
TIMF OUTPUT 17 OUTPUT R OUTPUT ? 
---------o-;-o----- - o. o t56·'J---;-rp,·"CJ-rf1-- ---:::-cr.·o7>~t'R1l _ __ _ 
4.oooooooo 4.ooooo 561.4P q 5o -o. o6 t40 
e.oooooooo e.ooooo 562 . 0226 1 -o .o~R 04 
12.00000000 12. 0 0000 5n4. ~ 3~ 9 4 -0. 0S473 ---,-6·-;nuo-o·omro-----,?l;uoTI'O,.;;;o-------s~~ r z 3 o 1 - ·---- =~-;-r'>l·~n--20.oooooooo 19.99998 5 6 7.0R276 -o. o4829 
--~D __ O~F~R~U~N _______________ ~-------------
(, 
C , APPENDIX C. (SAMPLE CALCUlATIONS) 
These ca1cuJ.ations are for run 12, The #ell-""'-... we:igh~- to 
.... ..... ... ..&.Uf!:o . '-'CJ e • ' 
are for the first sampl.e port in sampl.e set number one. 
Tare of sampl.e bott1e 
Sampl.e bott1e pl.us ani.ll.ne-water 
Wei.ght of anil 1 ne-water 
Wei.ght :1no1ud1 ng reactants 
Wei.ght of reactants added 
= 147,10 grams 
= 343.80 grams 
= 196.70 grams 
= 3.52,10 grams 
= 8,30 grama 
Tota1 we:ight reactaats and an11:1ne-water = 20.5,0 grams 
These we:igb.ts JD.Q" be assumed to be vo1umes in m1,, since the ao1ution 
:is almost ent:ire~ water and the specif:io grav:it:iea or an111ne and 
aceUo ~e are approx1mately that of water, 
The t:itrat:ions yi:el.d: 
Total. ~o~:is: 6,.5.5 ml.. NaOH to neutralize a 1 ml., sampl.e, 
Sampl.e port 1 (set 1): 1,40 ml., NaOH to neutral:ize a 10 ml., sampl.e, 
The strength of the NaOH i.s 0,180 g,mol.es/1, 
110 
(1,40)(o.t8o)(2o5.o> 1 Nor.ma11t.v samPle pert 1 (set 1) = (1o){S,)O) = 0,622g,mo1es 1. 
Rormali ty ( tota1 b;ydrolysis) = ( 6 f 55 ~ f) •180) = 1,179 g ,mo1es /l., 
Ccmoent.ration of acetic anb;yd.rl.de sampl.e port 1 (set 1) = 1,179-o,622 = 
0,557 g.mo1es/1. ]:>0,0)49 l.b,mo1es/ft,3, 
·~~ .. '· ·~ .. - -~- .-., 1 L,: I :. o , , • . .;., 
--"·---
0 . 1 






(":'~ · -~ ...-. 
·--' .:...:;_.;. .. 
}~uJ. t.i. pJ.i e r 
111 
T,'··lt1· TJ1 l. ,.,r t h a t :1.3 'Js ed t o \ ~ t...t ·' . l -~·· .,., _ .. 
Perfo1¥m Di vis ~. or . 
112 
Function of Symbol 
Relay Comparator 
113 
E. APPENDIX E. (OFFSET SCALED ANALCX:i PROGRAM) 
An alternate procedure for simulating a reactor system is based 
on the approxima:t.ion of exp(-E/RT) by a function of the f'orm exp(~T). 
The program is of'f'set-scaled around a base temperature Tb• The base 
temperature in this case is arbitrarily chosen to be 70°F. 
The reaction velocity constant is kb = Aexp(-E/RTb) at the base 
temperature, Tb, and the ratio of' the velocity constants is 
k/kb = exp(~ - ~) = exp(~(!:!g)). RT}, RT R T1b (59) 
The quantity, TbT, is approximately equal to Tb 2 , since the product of 
the two temperatures is a large value, i.e., if' T is 560°R., 
(560)(530) ~ (530)2 • Equation (59) becomes 
I E T-Tb)) k kb = exp(-(:;z- • R'lb 
(60) 
This substitution eliminates the variable, T, f'rom the denominator of 
the exponential term in equation (59). An of'fset-scaling technique 
is now possible on the reactor temperature. The material and energy 
balances an the reactor system are 
(61) 
{62) 
Equations (61) and (62) are developed as explained previously on page 
19. The temperature variable, T, is made dimensionless by the sub-
T-'fb 
stitution z = To~b· The dimensionless material and energy balances 
are 
Z = 1 rg. X = 0. 
Since the group, E/RTb2 , equals 0.0342 and kb equals 0.122, 
equations ( 63) and ( 64) become 
dy/dx =- 2 ·~Yexp(0.0342(T0-530)z) 
d I 1040CaoY z dx = u(T0 _530)exp(0.0342(T0 -530)z). 







X = 50% (68) 
y = 100y (69) 
Z = 1000z-1000 = 1000(z-1) (70) 
The computer variable, Z, is zero when z equals one. The variable, z, 
equals one at the entrance of' the tubul.ar reactor. The scaled material 
and energy ba1ances become 
o.0488Y z 
dY/dX = - u exp(0.0342(T0 -530)(tmm +1)) (71) 
I 208Ca0 Y ( 4 ( ) Z ) dZ dX = (T _53o)uexp 0.03 2 T0 -530 <rooo +1 ). 
0 
(72) 
Equations (71) and (72) are programmed as shown on figure 39. 
The offset scaled analog program is used to simulate the conditions of 
rtm 12. Figures 40 and 41 indicate that the of:fset scaled program 
produces results which are almost identical to the results obtained by 
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Figure 41. Run 12, reactor concentration versus reactor length qy offset scaled analog program. 
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